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QUESTION 1

You create a new report for your large team in Google Data Studio 360. The report uses Google BigQuery as its data
source. It is company policy to ensure employees can view only the data associated with their region, so you create and
populate a table for each region. You need to enforce the regional access policy to the data. 

Which two actions should you take? (Choose two.) 

A. Ensure all the tables are included in global dataset. 

B. Ensure each table is included in a dataset for a region. 

C. Adjust the settings for each table to allow a related region-based security group view access. 

D. Adjust the settings for each view to allow a related region-based security group view access. 

E. Adjust the settings for each dataset to allow a related region-based security group view access. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are selecting services to write and transform JSON messages from Cloud Pub/Sub to BigQuery for a data pipeline
on Google Cloud. You want to minimize service costs. You also want to monitor and accommodate input data volume
that will vary in size with minimal manual intervention. What should you do? 

A. Use Cloud Dataproc to run your transformations. Monitor CPU utilization for the cluster. Resize the number of worker
nodes in your cluster via the command line. 

B. Use Cloud Dataproc to run your transformations. Use the diagnose command to generate an operational output
archive. Locate the bottleneck and adjust cluster resources. 

C. Use Cloud Dataflow to run your transformations. Monitor the job system lag with Stackdriver. Use the default
autoscaling setting for worker instances. 

D. Use Cloud Dataflow to run your transformations. Monitor the total execution time for a sampling of jobs. Configure the
job to use non-default Compute Engine machine types when needed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements is NOT true regarding Bigtable access roles? 

A. Using IAM roles, you cannot give a user access to only one table in a project, rather than all tables in a project. 

B. To give a user access to only one table in a project, grant the user the Bigtable Editor role for that table. 
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C. You can configure access control only at the project level. 

D. To give a user access to only one table in a project, you must configure access through your application. 

Correct Answer: B 

For Cloud Bigtable, you can configure access control at the project level. For example, you can grant the ability to: 

1. 

Read from, but not write to, any table within the project. 

2. 

Read from and write to any table within the project, but not manage instances. 

3. 

Read from and write to any table within the project, and manage instances. Reference:
https://cloud.google.com/bigtable/docs/access-control 

 

QUESTION 4

If a dataset contains rows with individual people and columns for year of birth, country, and income, how many of the
columns are continuous and how many are categorical? 

A. 1 continuous and 2 categorical 

B. 3 categorical 

C. 3 continuous 

D. 2 continuous and 1 categorical 

Correct Answer: A 

https://cloud.google.com/automl-tables/docs/data-types#bq 

it do not make sense for year to be "2022.5" so it has to be categorical. 

 

QUESTION 5

You are operating a Cloud Dataflow streaming pipeline. The pipeline aggregates events from a Cloud Pub/Sub
subscription source, within a window, and sinks the resulting aggregation to a Cloud Storage bucket. The source has
consistent throughput. You want to monitor an alert on behavior of the pipeline with Cloud Stackdriver to ensure that it is
processing data. Which Stackdriver alerts should you create? 

A. An alert based on a decrease of subscription/num_undelivered_messages for the source and a rate of change
increase of instance/storage/used_bytes for the destination 

B. An alert based on an increase of subscription/num_undelivered_messages for the source and a rate of change
decrease of instance/storage/used_bytes for the destination 
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C. An alert based on a decrease of instance/storage/used_bytes for the source and a rate of change increase of
subscription/num_undelivered_messages for the destination 

D. An alert based on an increase of instance/storage/used_bytes for the source and a rate of change decrease of
subscription/num_undelivered_messages for the destination 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which role must be assigned to a service account used by the virtual machines in a Dataproc cluster so they can
execute jobs? 

A. Dataproc Worker 

B. Dataproc Viewer 

C. Dataproc Runner 

D. Dataproc Editor 

Correct Answer: A 

Service accounts used with Cloud Dataproc must have Dataproc/Dataproc Worker role (or have all the permissions
granted by Dataproc Worker role). Reference: https://cloud.google.com/dataproc/docs/concepts/service-
accounts#important_notes 

 

QUESTION 7

Your company\\'s on-premises Apache Hadoop servers are approaching end-of-life, and IT has decided to migrate the
cluster to Google Cloud Dataproc. A like-for-like migration of the cluster would require 50 TB of Google Persistent Disk
per node. The CIO is concerned about the cost of using that much block storage. You want to minimize the storage cost
of the migration. What should you do? 

A. Put the data into Google Cloud Storage. 

B. Use preemptible virtual machines (VMs) for the Cloud Dataproc cluster. 

C. Tune the Cloud Dataproc cluster so that there is just enough disk for all data. 

D. Migrate some of the cold data into Google Cloud Storage, and keep only the hot data in Persistent Disk. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Each analytics team in your organization is running BigQuery jobs in their own projects. You want to enable each team
to monitor slot usage within their projects. What should you do? 
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A. Create a Stackdriver Monitoring dashboard based on the BigQuery metric query/scanned_bytes 

B. Create a Stackdriver Monitoring dashboard based on the BigQuery metric slots/allocated_for_project 

C. Create a log export for each project, capture the BigQuery job execution logs, create a custom metric based on the
totalSlotMs, and create a Stackdriver Monitoring dashboard based on the custom metric 

D. Create an aggregated log export at the organization level, capture the BigQuery job execution logs, create a custom
metric based on the totalSlotMs, and create a Stackdriver Monitoring dashboard based on the custom metric 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 9

To run a TensorFlow training job on your own computer using Cloud Machine Learning Engine, what would your
command start with? 

A. gcloud ml-engine local train 

B. gcloud ml-engine jobs submit training 

C. gcloud ml-engine jobs submit training local 

D. You can\\'t run a TensorFlow program on your own computer using Cloud ML Engine . 

Correct Answer: A 

gcloud ml-engine local train - run a Cloud ML Engine training job locally 

This command runs the specified module in an environment similar to that of a live Cloud ML Engine Training Job. 

This is especially useful in the case of testing distributed models, as it allows you to validate that you are properly
interacting with the Cloud ML Engine cluster configuration. 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/sdk/gcloud/reference/ml-engine/local/train 

 

QUESTION 10

Your company is migrating their 30-node Apache Hadoop cluster to the cloud. They want to re-use Hadoop jobs they
have already created and minimize the management of the cluster as much as possible. They also want to be able to
persist data beyond the life of the cluster. What should you do? 

A. Create a Google Cloud Dataflow job to process the data. 

B. Create a Google Cloud Dataproc cluster that uses persistent disks for HDFS. 

C. Create a Hadoop cluster on Google Compute Engine that uses persistent disks. 

D. Create a Cloud Dataproc cluster that uses the Google Cloud Storage connector. 

E. Create a Hadoop cluster on Google Compute Engine that uses Local SSD disks. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

An organization maintains a Google BigQuery dataset that contains tables with user-level datA. They want to expose
aggregates of this data to other Google Cloud projects, while still controlling access to the user-level data. Additionally,
they need to minimize their overall storage cost and ensure the analysis cost for other projects is assigned to those
projects. What should they do? 

A. Create and share an authorized view that provides the aggregate results. 

B. Create and share a new dataset and view that provides the aggregate results. 

C. Create and share a new dataset and table that contains the aggregate results. 

D. Create dataViewer Identity and Access Management (IAM) roles on the dataset to enable sharing. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/docs/access-control 

 

QUESTION 12

You want to use Google Stackdriver Logging to monitor Google BigQuery usage. You need an instant notification to be
sent to your monitoring tool when new data is appended to a certain table using an insert job, but you do not want to 

receive notifications for other tables. 

What should you do? 

A. Make a call to the Stackdriver API to list all logs, and apply an advanced filter. 

B. In the Stackdriver logging admin interface, and enable a log sink export to BigQuery. 

C. In the Stackdriver logging admin interface, enable a log sink export to Google Cloud Pub/Sub, and subscribe to the
topic from your monitoring tool. 

D. Using the Stackdriver API, create a project sink with advanced log filter to export to Pub/Sub, and subscribe to the
topic from your monitoring tool. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 13

You are working on a niche product in the image recognition domain. Your team has developed a model that is
dominated by custom C++ TensorFlow ops your team has implemented. These ops are used inside your main training
loop and are performing bulky matrix multiplications. It currently takes up to several days to train a model. You want to
decrease this time significantly and keep the cost low by using an accelerator on Google Cloud. What should you do? 
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A. Use Cloud TPUs without any additional adjustment to your code. 

B. Use Cloud TPUs after implementing GPU kernel support for your customs ops. 

C. Use Cloud GPUs after implementing GPU kernel support for your customs ops. 

D. Stay on CPUs, and increase the size of the cluster you\\'re training your model on. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://cloud.google.com/tpu/docs/tpus#when_to_use_tpus Cloud TPUs are optimized for specific workloads. In some
situations, you might want to use GPUs or CPUs on Compute Engine instances to run your machine learning workloads.
In general, you can decide what hardware is best for your workload based on the following guidelines: CPUs 

-Models that are dominated by custom TensorFlow operations written in C++ 

 

QUESTION 14

You have Google Cloud Dataflow streaming pipeline running with a Google Cloud Pub/Sub subscription as the source.
You need to make an update to the code that will make the new Cloud Dataflow pipeline incompatible with the current
version. You do not want to lose any data when making this update. What should you do? 

A. Update the current pipeline and use the drain flag. 

B. Update the current pipeline and provide the transform mapping JSON object. 

C. Create a new pipeline that has the same Cloud Pub/Sub subscription and cancel the old pipeline. 

D. Create a new pipeline that has a new Cloud Pub/Sub subscription and cancel the old pipeline. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 15

You\\'ve migrated a Hadoop job from an on-prem cluster to dataproc and GCS. Your Spark job is a complicated
analytical workload that consists of many shuffling operations and initial data are parquet files (on average 200-400 MB
size each). 

You see some degradation in performance after the migration to Dataproc, so you\\'d like to optimize for it. You need to
keep in mind that your organization is very cost-sensitive, so you\\'d like to continue using Dataproc on preemptibles
(with 2 

non-preemptible workers only) for this workload. 

What should you do? 

A. Increase the size of your parquet files to ensure them to be 1 GB minimum. 

B. Switch to TFRecords formats (appr. 200MB per file) instead of parquet files. 

C. Switch from HDDs to SSDs, copy initial data from GCS to HDFS, run the Spark job and copy results back to GCS. 
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D. Switch from HDDs to SSDs, override the preemptible VMs configuration to increase the boot disk size. 

Correct Answer: D 

It\\'s the recommended best practice for this scenario. https://cloud.google.com/architecture/hadoop/migrating-apache-
spark-jobs-to-cloud-dataproc#optimize_performance 

https://cloud.google.com/architecture/hadoop/migrating-apache-spark-jobs-to-cloud-dataproc#switch_to_ssd_disks If
you perform many shuffling operations or partitioned writes, switch to SSDs to boost performance. 

https://cloud.google.com/architecture/hadoop/migrating-apache-spark-jobs-to-cloud-dataproc#use_preemptible_vms As
a default, preemptible VMs are created with a smaller boot disk size, and you might want to override this configuration if
you are running shuffle-heavy workloads. For details, see the page on preemptible VMs in the Dataproc documentation. 

Elimination Strategy:

A. Increase the size of your parquet files to ensure them to be 1 GB minimum (doesn\\'t make sense as the file size are
fit for migration to proceed with given scenario, recommended size is between 128 MB to 1 GB.) B. Switch to
TFRecords formats (appr. 200MB per file) instead of parquet files(doesn\\'t make sense to make changes to file format )
C. Switch from HDDs to SSDs, copy initial data from GCS to HDFS, run the Spark job and copy results back to
GCS(doesn\\'t make sense to copy the file from GCS to HDFS as the workload that consists of many shuffling
operations) D. Switch from HDDs to SSDs, override the preemptible VMs configuration to increase the boot disk
size(perfect fit as the workload that consists of many shuffling operations which requires attention to increase the
performance reference doc:- https://cloud.google.com/architecture/hadoop/migrating-apache-spark-jobs-to-cloud-
dataproc#optimize_performance ) 
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